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Qigong in Daily.Life explains what is qi, how to understand it, how to manifest it, how to do daily
activities using it, how to heal and deeper aspects of it



QIGONG IN DAILY LIFE Copyright 2017 YS Tho#ysqg Edition License NotesThis e-book is
licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This e-book may not be re-sold or given away to
other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an
additional copy for each recipient. If you’re reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was
not purchased for your enjoyment only, then please do notify me via the contact details at back
of this book and purchase your own copy.Thank you for respecting the hard work of this
author. Table of ContentsAcknowledgementsPrologue Chapter One – Qigong in Daily
LifeChapter Two – What is QiChapter Three – Understand QiChapter Four – Manifest
QiChapter Five – Use QiChapter Six –Qi for HealingChapter Seven – Other Qi FormsChapter
Eight – Qi RecognitionChapter Nine – Further Boundaries of QiGlossary About YS ThoOther
books by YS ThoConnect with YS Tho AcknowledgementsThank you to all the following
persons past and present, who have encouraged, guided and helped me in my life journey into
qigong:my dear wife, Christina Huemy 2 Zhineng Qigong Laoshi, Zheng Laoshi and Wang
Laoshimy Parents, Family and Others who had inspired and made me interested in
Qigong.All my Qigong & Tai Chi Masters, Instructors, Teachers, and Fellow
PractitionersAnd my dear Students who sharedwith me their experiences, as theytrained in
qigong. The book has been written by me and are based on personal experiences and my own
conclusions. They are not necessarily opinions or teachings expressed by my Laoshi. So
appreciate if you can seek clarification from me directly.Thank you.PrologueMany books on
Qigong. Some describe what is Qi but does not say how to feel Qi or know Qi.Some are very
detailed and described the qigong set of exercises very well.Some have both explanation of qi
and the sets of qigong exercises. Many Types of Qigong Enthusiasts Awestricken GroupPeople
in this Group marvel at the existence of Qi, is awed by its powers, and is keen to know more of
it. However, since qi is shapeless and formless, they had always wondered at it but do not
understand it at all. Awestricken Group is interested in knowing What is Qi?Exercising
Group People in this Group do qigong but does not understand it or obtain the answers about it
to allay their fear. Exercising Group will be curious or anxious about “I am doing it but my health
is not getting better, I still see the Doctors and still take medicine.” Skeptics Group There are
the full skeptics who doubts and questions what is written on Qi, does not want to believe, and
do not understand but yet do not want to find out.The Skeptic Group will be saying that Qi is a
figment of the Imagination, there is actually no Qi. With this book, I hope to fill a gap.Chapter
One“Qigong in Daily Life“ The man suddenly made a dash and he was faster than his children
in making it to the train. The mother placed her palm on her sick son’s forehead and the son felt
relieved and slept. The 50-ish looking man showed his identity to the ticket office to prove that
he was indeed a senior of 60 years and above. The grace showed by the couple in doing their
morning qigong routine admired by others who struggled to sit and watch. A 75 year old lady
swings her agile legs up to the level of her head. The 90 year old grandmother doing her walks
around her residence in the early hours of the morning, whilst her children and grandchildren
were still fast asleep. These were just some of the many instances of Qigong being used in
daily life. And there are more.Falling down with bruises and blood from scratches from the road
rough surface, but yet later in the week, no bruises and no scar after the accident. Slamming a
car boot door accidentally on finger, applied qi and later, no sign of bruise, injury or fracture. A
runny nose and coughs disappear after a round of inward qi emission. Pet cat cannot eat, was
very lethargic, and is “given up” on by the vet, recovers fully a week later with qi emission and
siphon feeding liquid food. Man in hospital with several recurring bouts of lung infection, was



given qi emission which he felt and later, he recovered and became a qigong enthusiast and
practitioner. All the above are true life accounts of my own personal experiences. Image :Life is
Wonderful. Chapter Two“What is Qi”?QiQi is shapeless, formless, no taste, no smell, no
weight, not visible. Yet it is the Creator, the Healer, the One that can give Shape and Form, the
Force that can move almost anything.So what is it?Qi is best felt, sensed, and guided. It is
inside of us all as well as in all matters. It is an Energy Source. It is Life in itself, in many sense
of the word. You might be asking if it is shapeless, formless, and does not appear, how can
anyone verify its existence. Qi is the most important part of the now famous Acupuncture
technique, although it was not so recognized, when acupuncture was first
discovered. Acupuncture was first introduced to the West in 1971 when President Richard
Nixon, 37th President of America visited China. The New York Times journalist, James Reston,
had accompanied President Nixon to China then. He had appendicitis and was operated on in
the Beijing Hospital via conventional surgery but his post-operation pain was treated with
acupuncture. (July 26, 1971, Page 1 The New York Times) In traditional Chinese medicine,
acupuncture is linked to the belief that disease is caused by disruptions to the flow of energy,
or Qi, in the body. Acupuncture stimulates points on or under the skin called acupuncture
points or acupressure points, releasing this qi. The qi then travels through channels called
meridians. Western pragmatic approach says it is neurohormonal pathways. Basically, you put
the needle through specific points in the body and stimulate the nerve. The nerve actually
sends signals to the brain, and the brain releases neural hormones such as beta-
endorphins. Another Western hypothesis is that acupuncture works by reducing pro-
inflammatory markers proteins, in the body by doing acupuncture; you can significantly
decrease these pro-inflammatory markers —which decrease inflammation and reduce
pain. The British Acupuncture Council summarized it as a question of Perceptive - “In short,
though, from an eastern perspective it is simply a way of moving qi, whereas from a western
perspective it's mechanism is not fully understood but thought to be neurophysiological.” It is
because Qi cannot be found for Western analysis purposes, Qi is not seen so how to say Qi is
the main reason for efficacy of acupuncture? But then again, how to explain for the efficiency of
needles inserted into human bodies in what are apparently empty spaces inside the body? If it
is indeed nerves, why not just use scanners to accurately place needles to stimulate the
nerves. And how can acupuncturists find the nerves and produce the effect. So, in
acupuncture, qi has made its way to the pragmatic Western World and had established a
strong following. It has been proven effective in solving some of the woes that Western
medicine might not have the edge. It might not mean qi is proven but then again, qi is not
disproven as well.
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swings her agile legs up to the level of her head. The 90 year old grandmother doing her walks
around her residence in the early hours of the morning, whilst her children and grandchildren
were still fast asleep. These were just some of the many instances of Qigong being used in
daily life. And there are more.Falling down with bruises and blood from scratches from the road
rough surface, but yet later in the week, no bruises and no scar after the accident. Slamming a
car boot door accidentally on finger, applied qi and later, no sign of bruise, injury or fracture. A
runny nose and coughs disappear after a round of inward qi emission. Pet cat cannot eat, was
very lethargic, and is “given up” on by the vet, recovers fully a week later with qi emission and
siphon feeding liquid food. Man in hospital with several recurring bouts of lung infection, was
given qi emission which he felt and later, he recovered and became a qigong enthusiast and
practitioner. All the above are true life accounts of my own personal experiences. Image :Life is
Wonderful. Chapter Two“What is Qi”?QiQi is shapeless, formless, no taste, no smell, no
weight, not visible. Yet it is the Creator, the Healer, the One that can give Shape and Form, the
Force that can move almost anything.So what is it?Qi is best felt, sensed, and guided. It is
inside of us all as well as in all matters. It is an Energy Source. It is Life in itself, in many sense
of the word. You might be asking if it is shapeless, formless, and does not appear, how can
anyone verify its existence. Qi is the most important part of the now famous Acupuncture
technique, although it was not so recognized, when acupuncture was first
discovered. Acupuncture was first introduced to the West in 1971 when President Richard
Nixon, 37th President of America visited China. The New York Times journalist, James Reston,
had accompanied President Nixon to China then. He had appendicitis and was operated on in
the Beijing Hospital via conventional surgery but his post-operation pain was treated with
acupuncture. (July 26, 1971, Page 1 The New York Times) In traditional Chinese medicine,
acupuncture is linked to the belief that disease is caused by disruptions to the flow of energy,
or Qi, in the body. Acupuncture stimulates points on or under the skin called acupuncture
points or acupressure points, releasing this qi. The qi then travels through channels called
meridians. Western pragmatic approach says it is neurohormonal pathways. Basically, you put
the needle through specific points in the body and stimulate the nerve. The nerve actually
sends signals to the brain, and the brain releases neural hormones such as beta-
endorphins. Another Western hypothesis is that acupuncture works by reducing pro-
inflammatory markers proteins, in the body by doing acupuncture; you can significantly
decrease these pro-inflammatory markers —which decrease inflammation and reduce
pain. The British Acupuncture Council summarized it as a question of Perceptive - “In short,
though, from an eastern perspective it is simply a way of moving qi, whereas from a western
perspective it's mechanism is not fully understood but thought to be neurophysiological.” It is
because Qi cannot be found for Western analysis purposes, Qi is not seen so how to say Qi is
the main reason for efficacy of acupuncture? But then again, how to explain for the efficiency of
needles inserted into human bodies in what are apparently empty spaces inside the body? If it
is indeed nerves, why not just use scanners to accurately place needles to stimulate the
nerves. And how can acupuncturists find the nerves and produce the effect. So, in
acupuncture, qi has made its way to the pragmatic Western World and had established a
strong following. It has been proven effective in solving some of the woes that Western
medicine might not have the edge. It might not mean qi is proven but then again, qi is not
disproven as well. Recently qi has been explained off as the energy in the space between
matters. It exists in the air between the molecules of nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide,
neon, helium, amongst others. In our body, it exists in the space between our cells. We have
always said that there is something in the emptiness in the air. A hydrogen atom is about



99.99% empty space. If that is so, then why are things solid? Solid is because of motion. Inside
the hydrogen atom, the electron are constantly moving around the nucleus. And because
relatively to the Universe, the atom is one of the smallest particle known to man so the motion
makes the hydrogen atoms and the object dense and solid. Acupuncture uses this and maps
the qi channels (the routes qi moves inside us) as meridians. Who and what discovered
acupuncture then? According to archaeological records of documents found, acupuncture is
generally held to originate from China around 198 BCE showed system of meridians. The
Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Internal Medicine. 100 BCE. But it was not the founding year as all
the channels and the therapy were already established and written. It was dismissed and fell
into disrepute from 17th century onwards as it was regarded as superstitious and impossible. It
was outlawed in China in 1929. Only after the Communist Government came into power, was
acupuncture revived. And finally, in 1970, it became international when an American journalist,
James Reston, published about it. Qi is discovered because the Ancient Man is more inward
looking than today Modern Man with all the modern gadgetry. Quiet sitting and observing the
inside of the body is most likely how qi was discovered in the past. However, despite qi in
meridian channels, this was dismissed by a lot of practitioners especially those trained in other
countries and their use of acupuncture was based more on locations on the body. The Chinese
uses qi in a technique called De Qi. “De-qi (Chinese: _—l�; pinyin: dé qì; "arrival of qi") refers to a
sensation of numbness, distension, or electrical tingling at the needling site which might
radiate along the corresponding meridian. If de-qi cannot be generated, then inaccurate
location of the acupoint, improper depth of needle insertion, inadequate manual manipulation,
or a very weak constitution of the patient can be considered, all of which are thought to
decrease the likelihood of successful treatment. If a needle is inserted but there is no
sensation, then it is, as stated above, wrongly inserted and the acupuncture practitioner should
realize this and make the necessary adjustment until the sensation is there. There have been a
lot of controversial reviews done on effectiveness of acupuncture suggesting and concluding
that acupuncture was not effective in some conditions, and the way it was used could lead to
infections, and hemorrhaging. “Some modern practitioners support the use of acupuncture to
treat pain, but have abandoned the use of qi, meridians, yin, yang and other energies based in
mysticism as explanatory frameworks……….” “Scientific research has not supported the
existence of qi, meridians, or yin and yang. A Nature editorial described TCM as "fraught with
pseudoscience", with the majority of its treatments having no logical mechanism of action” The
traditional base says that acupuncture is based on Qi and Qi channels in the body. If we ignore
the base and adopt the simple more mechanical side, like insertion, location, endorphins, etc.,
then we are not using or looking into the real reasons why acupuncture works. We add onto the
controversy and claims that it is not working. On the contrary, if we work towards understanding
qi and qi having a base in acupuncture, then we can develop acupuncture and its use further. I
will leave this for the reader to conclude but continue my quest in this book to understanding qi
and its use in daily life. Why? Because if qi does exists (and I am proving here that it does),
then we are ignoring and missing a very BIG picture in our view of acupuncture, TCM and Life.
Be open, stay open, and explore. Body Qi, as energy personal to us, is emitted from our body
to a distance of about 4 to 5 feet. Those who are trained or have ability to see “auras” can
immediately see this “force”. Again, this in itself is controversy as the definition for aura states
“a supposed emanation surrounding the body of a living creature”. “Supposed” meaning there
is no certainty on this. Why is there no certainty in this “mysterious” Qi? Qi by its very nature is
mysterious as it belongs to the Universe and not to anyone. It is omnipotent, invisible but yet
exists. The famous book written on Universe Tao starts by saying“•SSï•Sÿ�—^^8•S0�(Tao Ke Tao, Fei Chang



(Ming Ke Ming, Fei Chang Ming)”Universe Truth if you can call it, it is then not Universe
Truth.Universe Truth if you can name it, it is then not its Name.Qi is always a part of Tao (The
Way of the Universe)“It cannot be seen,It cannot be heard,It cannot be depleted or
exhausted.”Chapter 35 Tao De Jing What then is Qi?The Chinese word for Qi is l� (Pinyin is
“Qi”).The Word itself, Qil�has at least 8 meaning to it- 1. Gas, 2. Air, 3. Breath, 3. Weather, 4.
Smell, 5. Anger, 6. Spirit, 7. Oppressed, 8. Traditional Chinese Medicine life force, And the last
one is the one we will be using here to define Qi. It is a Life Force that things have and it is the
one TCM use to heal and it is the same one acupuncture needles stimulate and moves.Qi in
this sense refers to Energy Universal Energies It exists inside human physical body but also
exists in air, in matter, in light, in heat, in nerves and even thought and emotions. It is very soft,
very simple, unseen, unheard, unmelt, untestable, and untouchable. But it can be hard,
complicated; it can occupy space, air, body and create effects. It has 7 characteristics – it can
open, close, go in, go out, gather, disperse, and change.It cannot be destroyed. It can be
dispersed but can be gathered and combined again. It can be transformed into some shape or
object and kept in it but it can also be re-transformed and it is then shapeless and
objectless. So that is the amazing Nature of Qi. It is a basic fundamental building block to all
things and inside all things. If this is so, how can we ever be able to know it? Qi is already felt
by many martial arts practitioners, trainers and students worldwide. It is common and many
have felt it until it is no longer a mysterious matter now. In all of this, there is discussion, active
practice, and understanding of the use of Qi in their philosophy, practice and use. Qi is now a
common term and phrase used to describe this hidden life energy that can be manifested via
certain practices. It is now common to Western Thinking, Literature, Yoga, Reiki, Martial Arts,
and Tai Chi, Metaphysic arts like Feng Shui, Yin Yang Concepts in Food, Massage (Tuina),
Energy Medicine and Healing. Practitioners of Zhan Zhuang (Standing Meditation) in most
martial arts, sitting and standing meditation practitioners had experienced a “force’ between
their palms, under their arms, between their legs that progressively gets stronger and stronger
the longer they practice. For those who do not know or has not seen a “Zhan Zhuang” (literal
translated as a standing beam or pile position), it is a standing still position usually with arms
stretched out in front of the body and with legs slightly bent for periods of time ranging from few
minutes to hours. Martial arts practitioners know that long hours of zhan zhuang can create
greater internal force. In these days of Internet, just Google the words “Zhan Zhuang” to read
more on it. As the author of this book on Qigong in Daily Life, I will not be going deeper into this
as that is not the subject of this book. I will look into this in future books to be written by me.
Suffice that qi practices exists around the world today and many can feel qi. The subject of this
book is Qigong in Daily Life. I am explaining existence of Qi (Life Energy) and the Gong (Work
\Practice) to use and practice in Daily Life, so that we can use it to better our life.Chapter
Three“The Understanding of Qi”“To Know Something, first Understand it.” Anonymous So to
Know the Mysterious Qi is to first learn and understand it. How? There are 2 conditions that
you must have to experience Qi. Relaxed MindRelaxed Body Relaxed MindWe have to have a
relaxed mind to feel and continue to feel qi. It is called the “Qigong State of Mind”. Why do we
need this?Conscious Mind & Sub-Conscious Mind We had mentioned in the previous chapter
under “What is Qi” that the Intention Guides the Qi. Qi is very fine and it only follows Thought.
Our Mind Thinking Process can produce subtle energies that is too fine for detection but it is
energy. This energy can guide our body qi and it can guide Universal Qi. It is like a lead created
that the rest follows. If our Mind is not relaxed, the Mind generates multiple thoughts. There are
2 parts to our Mind as well. A Conscious Mind and a Sub-Conscious Mind. The Sub-Conscious
Mind working behind the scene, can process billions of thoughts process every minute. Our



Conscious Mind can process 2,500 – 3600 thoughts per hour. That is like one thought per
second! Our Sub-Conscious mind processes billions of thoughts per minute. It is “a reservoir of
feelings, thoughts, urges, and memories that outside of our conscious awareness”. Sigmund
Freud who first used the term “sub-conscious” in 1893, meant something beneath the
Conscious Mind, (sub as in underneath the conscious). He refers to it as an awareness
beneath the Conscious Mind that is a repository of many ideas, wishes, desires, emotions,
memories and so on. In new Age, this is referring to knowledge and power that can be used via
autosuggestion, affirmation, hypnosis, subliminal messaging, positive reinforcement, and so
on. It is immensely powerful. What is the Mind? The Mind is a set of cognitive faculties
including consciousness, perception, thinking, judgment, memory, imagination, recognition,
appreciation and processing emotions. Consciousness is an aspect of the mind with ability to
perceive the relationship between oneself and one's environment Perception is ability to see,
hear, or become aware of something through the senses as well as way in which something is
regarded, understood, or interpreted Thought is a mental act to make sense of things in the
world, and to represent and interpret them. Judgment is the ability to make considered
decisions or come to sensible conclusions Memory is ability to preserve, retain, and
subsequently recall, knowledge, information or experience. Imagination is the activity of
generating or evoking novel situations, images, ideas in the mind Recognition is identification
of a thing or person from previous encounters or knowledge. Where is the Mind? Where is the
Mind? This is a question no one can answer today even with all technology and science
available. The Mind as stated above, is Conscious Mind and Sub-Conscious Mind. Conscious
Mind can process 2,000 to 3,600 thoughts per hour and Subconscious Mind can process
billions of thoughts per minute. Some had claimed that the brain is like the hardware and the
mind is like the software moving very fast inside the hardware. Yet another powerful analogue
state that “mental functions might not be tied to fixed brain regions. Instead, the mind might be
more like a virtual machine running on distributed computers”. A powerful mind can process
and absorb more.Image: gNeösÍLi Shizhen, was a Chinese polymath, physician, scientist,
pharmacologist, herbalist and acupuncturist of the Ming dynastyHis major contribution to
clinical medicine was his 27-year work, scientific book Compendium of Materia Medica. It was
a massive literary task as his bibliography included 900 books and took him 27 years, the last
10 years indoor and continual until he was emaciated. He died before book published and
Emperor did not pay regard to it but it became the most important material medica of
China.Mind vs Brain 
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Carolin Nobles, “True to the title. I love this book, it is quite different from other Qigong books I
have read. So, it won't go into details about qigong exercises but give you ideas on how to use
Qi in daily life and also how not to waste Qi. Examples are, when walking up a hill, focussing
on Baihui lifting up. This book gave me a deeper understanding of my own practise and how
you can get stuck on it and how to get unstuck. As the method is Zhineng Qigong, it goes well
with Yuan Gong too.The language is very simple, but understandable and I find this book highly
effective.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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